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ENERGY CORRELATIONS OF 𝛼-PARTICLES
IN THE 8Be-NUCLEUS GROUND-STATE FORMATION
CHANNEL OF THE 12C(𝛾,3𝛼) AND 16O(𝛾,4𝛼) REACTIONS

The method of diffusion chamber in the magnetic field making use of a bremsstrahlung beam
with a maximum photon energy of 150 MeV is applied to study the 12C(𝛾,3𝛼) and 16O(𝛾,4𝛼)
reactions. A resonance identified as the ground state of 8Be nucleus is found in the distribution
of events over the energy of the relative motion of two 𝛼-particles. The partial cross-sections
of the 8Be nucleus formation channels are measured. It is shown that the mechanism of inter-
action between a 𝛾-quantum and a virtual 𝛼-particle pair takes place in this case.
K e yw o r d s: photonuclear reactions, ground state of 8Be nucleus.

1. Introduction
This work is devoted to the study of the complete
𝛼-particle photodisintegration of 12C and 16O nuclei:
12C(𝛾,3𝛼) (reaction I) and 16O(𝛾,4𝛼) (reaction II), re-
spectively. Those reactions can be used to verify the
𝑁𝛼-particle nuclear model [1] and to obtain the ad-
ditional information about the nature of 𝛼-𝛼 interac-
tion. The results are of interest both for the many-
body problem as a whole and for the astrophysics
and the physics of thermonuclear fusion [2]. In the
framework of the successive two-particle decay, re-
actions I and II may result in the formation of ex-
cited 8Be* and 12C* nuclei. The existence of an un-
stable ground state of 8Be nucleus and the exotic
Hoyle state in 12C nucleus (0+, 𝐸* = 7.65 MeV) pro-
moted a substantial progress in the development of
the star evolution theory [3]. Furthermore, the possi-
bility of extracting a channel with the formation of
a definite excited state of the intermediate nucleus
can facilitate the determination of the mechanism of
interaction between the 𝛾-quantum and the target
nucleus.
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An attempt to interpret the experimental data on
the nuclear photodisintegration with a release of 𝛼-
particles in the framework of the compound nucleus
model led to fundamental difficulties: the impossi-
bility of predicting the total cross-section structure
[4] and contradictions associated with the selection
rules for the isotopic spin [5]. Recently, the theory of
the cluster photodisintegration of light nuclei in the
framework of the nucleon association model has been
considerably advanced [6]. When interpreting the ex-
cited states of a nucleus with the help of the dia-
gram technique [7], the following stages can be dis-
tinguished in the photodisintegration reaction: the
virtual decay of the nucleus into a cluster and a core,
photon absorption by the cluster or the core, and sub-
sequent particle rescattering.

This work is a continuation of publications [8, 9]
devoted to the study of the reactions 12C(𝛾,3𝛼) and
16O(𝛾,4𝛼). In the cited works, those reactions were
observed to run following a scheme of the succes-
sive two-particle type. In the presented material, the
channels of the 8Be nucleus ground state formation
are extracted for each reaction, and their mutual anal-
ysis is done.
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2. Experimental Technique

The experiment was performed using a diffusion
chamber in a magnetic field [10]. The chamber was
placed in the path of a beam of bremsstrahlung pho-
tons with a maximum energy of 150 MeV emitted
from a linear electron accelerator. In order to reduce
the target density, the chamber was filled with a mix-
ture of methane and helium in the first measurement
cycle and with a mixture of oxygen and helium in the
second one. The target–detector combination made
it possible to register the products of a low-energy
reaction and analyze it practically from its thresh-
old [11]. The measurement error of the momentum
of 𝛼-particles depended on the momentum value it-
self and the particle track length, and varied from
3% to 10%. The energy of stopped 𝛼-particles was
determined from the range/energy ratio. The parti-
cle range in the mixture was obtained considering
the ion charge exchange with the medium. Tabular
data [12] for several target components were used
at that.

Three- (the 12C(𝛾,3𝛼) reaction) and four-pronged
(the 16O(𝛾,4𝛼) reaction) stars, whose rays belonged
to doubly charged particles, were selected for the

Fig. 1. Distribution of the energy of the relative motion in the
𝛼𝛼-system for the reactions (𝑎) 12C(𝛾,3𝛼) and (𝑏) 16O(𝛾,4𝛼).
Solid curves 1 and 2 demonstrate the corresponding phase dis-
tributions

analysis. Events were identified after the measure-
ment on the basis of momentum balance. In the ex-
periment, the axis 𝑂𝑋 was directed along the beam
of 𝛾-quanta. Boundary conditions were imposed on
the quantities Δ𝑥 =

∑︀
𝑃 𝑖
𝑥 − 𝐸𝛾 , Δ𝑦 =

∑︀
𝑃 𝑖
𝑦, and

Δ𝑧 =
∑︀

𝑃 𝑖
𝑧 , where 𝑃 𝑖

𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 are the components of the
three-dimensional momentum of the 𝑖-th final parti-
cle. The 𝛾-quantum energy 𝐸𝛾 was determined as the
sum of the kinetic energies of final 𝛼-particles and the
reaction threshold. A distinctly pronounced peak in
region 0 corresponded to events of the examined re-
action. The energy and momentum conservation laws
allowed the measurement results obtained for one of
the tracks, which turned out to be the worst in com-
parison with the results obtained for all other tracks,
to be made more exact.

3. Extraction of the 8Be-Nucleus
Ground-State Formation Channel

The energy of the relative motion of two 𝛼-particles
in the considered reactions equals

𝐸𝑥 =
(pi − pk)

2

4𝑚
,

where 𝑖 and 𝑘 are the particle numbers, and 𝑚 is
the mass of 𝛼-particle. Owing to the indistinguisha-
bility of 𝛼-particles, an advance choice of their pair
that is formed as a result of the 8Be nucleus decay is
impossible. Therefore, for one event, three 𝐸𝑥-values
for reaction I and six 𝐸𝑥-valuesfor reaction II were
measured. The histograms in Fig. 1 show all combina-
tions of 𝐸𝑥-values for both examined reactions. The
histogram step equals 0.25 MeV.

The experimental distributions were compared
with the phase ones [13]:

𝑓1(𝐸𝑥) = 𝐸1/2
𝑥 (𝐸max

𝑥 − 𝐸𝑥)
1/2

for reaction I (curve 1 in panel 𝑎) and

𝑓2(𝐸𝑥) = 𝐸1/2
𝑥 (𝐸max

𝑥 − 𝐸𝑥)
2

for reaction II (curve 2 in panel 𝑏). Here, 𝐸max
𝑥 is the

maximum energy in the system of two 𝛼-particles,
which is equal to the total energy in the system of
the reaction center of mass (SCM) The phase distri-
bution was calculated for the beam of bremsstrahlung
𝛾-quanta by summing up the distributions in narrow
intervals, in which the energy of 𝛾-quanta was con-
sidered to be constant. The area calculated in every
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of those intervals was normalized by the number of
events that occurred within this interval. The phase
distributions are shown in Fig. 1 by solid curves. The
difference between the experimental distributions and
the phase ones, especially in the interval where 𝐸𝑥 <
0.25 MeV, allows a conclusion to be made that ex-
cited states of 8Be nucleus are formed in reactions I
and II. The attention should be attracted to the sim-
ilarity of the excitation functions for reactions I and
II. In particular, their two maxima are located at the
same 𝐸𝑥-values (at about 0.1 and 3.0 MeV), which
testifies to the formation of the same levels in 8Be
nucleus.

The resonances obtained in reactions I and II at
the energy of the relative motion of two 𝛼-particles
varying from 0 to 0.25 MeV (see Fig. 1) are shown
in Fig. 2, 𝑎 with a step of 20 keV. Hereafter, the
solid and hollow circles correspond to the results ob-
tained for reactions I and II, respectively, whereas
the vertical segments denote the corresponding sta-
tistical errors. The data for reaction I were taken
from work [8]. The obtained peaks were fitted to
the Gaussian distributions: with the maximum po-
sition at 𝐸I

0 = (0.089± 0.004) MeV and the half-
height width ΓI = (0.056± 0.003) MeV for reac-
tion I (curve 1 ), and with the maximum position
at 𝐸II

0 = (0.095± 0.005) MeV and the half-height
width ΓII = (0.088± 0.009) MeV for reaction II
(curve 2 ).

It is known from the data of spectrometric mea-
surements [14] that the ground state (GS) of 8Be nu-
cleus has the following parameters: 𝐸0 = 0.092 MeV,
Γ = 5.57 eV, and the quantum number 𝐽𝜋 = 0+.
The maximum positions (experimental and tabular)
coincide within the error limits. Therefore, the ac-
cumulation of events in the vicinity of 0.1 MeV can
be explained by the formation of the GS of 8Be nu-
cleus. Earlier, it was noted [8] that the resonance
width, which was observed in this experiment, can
be driven by a hardware factor. It should also be
noted that, with an increase in the number of fi-
nal particles, the position of the GS maximum be-
comes shifted toward higher energies, and the level
width grows. Perhaps the resonance width magnitude
is broadened by the effect of a particle interaction in
the final state.

Figure 2, b demonstrates the angular distributions
of 𝛼-particles in the SCM of 8Be nucleus for events
at 𝐸𝑥 < 0.25 MeV. The polar angle 𝛽𝛼 is reckoned

Fig. 2. Energy of the relative motion in the 𝛼𝛼-system at
𝐸𝑥 < 0.25 (𝑎) and the angular distributions of 𝛼-particles in
the center-of-mass system of 8Be nucleus in the ground state (𝑏)

from the direction of the 8Be nucleus motion. The
angular distributions are close to isotropic. This fact
means that the orbital moment 𝑙 = 0 and the quan-
tum number 𝐽𝜋 = 0+, as it has to be in the GS of
8Be nucleus.

It was found that a dominant contribution to this
resonance is given by only one of the possible 𝛼𝛼-
combinations. More than one event combination can
contribute to this energy region in 1.17% of reaction I
or 1.85% of reaction II events. The presence of several
combinations manifests itself at low photon energies,
and one of the particles in all those combinations is a
low-energy 𝛼-particle.

Events, in which one of the 𝛼-particle pairs corre-
sponds to the formation of the GS of 8Be nucleus, can
be reliably distinguished. The further analysis will
be carried out only for events of those partial chan-
nels. The relative yield of the channel equals 12.2%
for reaction I and 25.44% for reaction II, despite that
the numbers of events are approximately identical
for them (the value at 𝐸𝑥 = 0.1 MeV in Fig. 1). In
the events, for which several combinations are pos-
sible in this energy interval, a pair, for which 𝐸𝑥
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Fig. 3. Dependences of the cross-sections of the 8Be-nucleus
ground-state formation channels (𝑎) and the average energy of
𝛼-particle on the total energy of the final system (𝑏)

Parameters of resonances in the cross-sections
of the 8Be-nucleus ground-state formation channels

Experiment
Literature
data [14]

Reaction I Reaction II
8Be-nucleus

levels

𝑇0, Γ, 𝑇0, Γ, 𝐸0, Γ,
MeV MeV MeV MeV MeV MeV

3.55± 0.22 2.49± 0.38 3.96± 0.21 2.81± 0.34 3.04 1.5
11.61± 0.26 5,14± 0.67 11.32± 0.19 4.51± 0.42 11.4 3.5
16.72± 0.21 1.33± 0.46 16.79± 0.22 1.67± 0.47 ∼16.78 ∼0.5

21.01± 0.35 3.67± 0.68 20.97± 0.43 2.82± 0.63 >20 ∼2.0

was the closest to the value 𝐸0 = 0.092 MeV, was
taken as the resonance one. It can also be marked
that the ratio between the yield values for the chan-
nel of the 8Be-nucleus GS formation in reactions I and
II (12.2 : 25.44) is proportional to the ratio between
the corresponding numbers of the possible 𝛼-particle
combinations (3 : 6).

4. Partial Cross-Sections
of the 8Be-Nucleus Ground-State
Formation Channel

In Fig. 3, a, the dependences of the partial cross-
sections for the channel of the 8Be-nucleus GS for-
mation in reactions I and II on the total kinetic
energy of the final system, which was determined
as 𝑇0 = 𝐸𝛾 − 𝑄I,II, where 𝑄I,II are the thresh-
olds of reactions I and II, are plotted by circles
with a step of 1 MeV. The symbols are drawn in
the middle of the corresponding intervals. In the ear-
lier work [8], the data concerning the partial cross-
section for the sum of channels of the 8Be-nucleus
GS and the anomaly-ghost (AG) resonance forma-
tion were reported. It was found that the AG is a
satellite of the GS. It emerges owing to the distor-
tion of the GS excitation function, which rapidly
changes near the threshold of the 8Be nucleus de-
cay as a result of the 𝛼-particle penetration through
the potential barrier. In this work, for the compari-
son of the partial channels for reaction I to be correct,
only the data concerning the GS of 8Be nucleus are
presented. The integral cross-sections of the partial
channel of the 8Be-nucleus ground-state formation
were determined to equal 𝜎I

0 = (0.56± 0.04) MeV mb
for reaction I and 𝜎II

0 = (0.51± 0.04) MeV mb for
reaction II.

There are several maxima in the curve describing
the excitation of partial cross-sections. Curves 1 and
2 in Fig. 3, a demonstrate the fitting of cross-section
data for reactions I and II, respectively, with the
help of a linear combination of four Gaussian func-
tions. The fitting parameters were the energy posi-
tions of the peaks 𝑇0’ and the peak widths Γ’s. The
results of fitting are quoted in Table: columns 1
and 2 for reaction I, and columns 3 and 4 for reac-
tion II. The positions of the peaks and their widths
for both reactions coincide within the error limits.

At the qualitative level, the resonant structure
of the partial cross-section can be explained in the
framework of the model describing the absorption of
a 𝛾-quantum by an 𝛼-particle pair. At the first stage,
the photon interacts with the virtual quasiberyllium
and converts it into the excited state, 8Be*. With the
growth of the 𝛾-quantum energy, the channels asso-
ciated with higher levels of the virtual 8Be* nucleus
become open. The parameters of those states mani-
fest themselves in the cross-section of partial chan-
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nels, 𝐸𝛾 − 𝑄I,II = 𝐸*
0 , where 𝐸*

0 is the level maxi-
mum value for 8Be nucleus. Columns 5 and 6 in Ta-
ble contain the parameters for a number of levels
of the 8Be nucleus taken from work [14]. The po-
sitions of experimental maxima (columns 1 and 3)
qualitatively coincide with the literature data (col-
umn 5). The experimental peak widths (columns 2
and 4) exceed the widths calculated for the ex-
cited states of the virtual 8Be quasinucleus (col-
umn 6).

At the second stage, one 𝛼-particle first es-
capes from 8Be* nucleus, whereas the remaining
𝛼-particles form an intermediate excited nucleus,
which decays later. In the case of reaction I, this
is the GS of 8Be nucleus, which we observe experi-
mentally.

From the proposed interaction model, it follows
that the energy 𝑇 of the first escaping 𝛼-particle cor-
relates with the total kinetic energy of the system,
𝑇0. In Fig. 3, 𝑏, the dependences of the average kinetic
energy of the 𝛼-particle, 𝑇 aver, on 𝑇0 are plotted. The
average energy 𝑇 aver was calculated for particles in
the 1-MeV interval of 𝑇0. In the case of reaction I,
the first 𝛼-particle was reliably identified, and, in the
case of reaction II, the 𝛼-particle with a higher energy
was selected from two 𝛼-particles that did not form
the GS of 8Be nucleus.

The dependences 𝑇 aver(𝑇0) were fitted by the linear
function

𝑇 aver = 𝑎+ 𝑏𝑇0,

and the corresponding slopes were determined:
𝑏expI = 0.671 ± 0.023 for reaction I (curve 1 ) and
𝑏expII = 0.498 ± 0.022 for reaction II (curve 2 ). It is
worth noting that, in the whole energy interval, the
obtained 𝑏expI and 𝑏expII values are larger than the cor-
responding statistical values, 𝑏statI = 𝑇0/3 for reac-
tion I and 𝑏statII = 𝑇0/4 for reaction II. However, the
ratio 𝑏exp/𝑏stat ≈ 2 is satisfied for both reactions. At
the qualitative level, the experimental dependence
can be described by the formula 𝑇 aver = 𝑀

𝐴 𝑇0, where
𝑀 and 𝐴 are the atomic numbers of 8Be and target
(12C or 16O) nuclei, respectively.

5. Conclusions

The event distribution over the energy of the rela-
tive motion of two 𝛼-particles is measured for the
reactions 12C(𝛾,3𝛼) and 16O(𝛾,4𝛼). It is found that

an intermediate excited 8Be nucleus is formed, and
the channels of the 8Be-nucleus ground-state for-
mation are extracted. For both reactions, the de-
pendences of the partial cross-sections of the 8Be-
nucleus ground-state formation channels on the to-
tal kinetic energy of the system are measured. The
dependences demonstrate the presence of four max-
ima, whose positions coincide for both reactions. A
correlation between the energy corresponding to the
cross-section maximum and the excitation energy
𝐸0 of 8Be nucleus is revealed: 𝐸𝛾 − 𝑄I,II = 𝐸0,
where 𝑄I,II are the threshold values for reactions I
and II. The results obtained are qualitatively ex-
plained in the framework of the model describing the
absorption of a 𝛾-quantum by a virtual 𝛼-particle
pair.
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ЕНЕРГЕТИЧНI КОРЕЛЯЦIЇ 𝛼-ЧАСТИНОК
В КАНАЛI УТВОРЕННЯ ОСНОВНОГО СТАНУ
ЯДРА 8Ве РЕАКЦIЙ 12С(𝛾,3𝛼) I 16О(𝛾,4𝛼)

Р е з ю м е

Методом дифузiйної камери в магнiтному полi на пучцi
гальмiвних фотонiв з 𝐸max

𝛾 = 150 МеВ, дослiджено реа-
кцiї 12С(𝛾,3𝛼) i 16О(𝛾,4𝛼). У розподiлi подiй за енергiєю
вiдносного руху двох 𝛼-частинок для обох реакцiй виявле-
но резонанс, iдентифiкований як основний стан ядра 8Ве.
Вимiряно парцiальнi перетини каналiв його утворення й по-
казано, що реалiзується механiзм взаємодiї 𝛾-кванта з вiр-
туальною 𝛼-частинковою парою.
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